
If you want your cows to move easily inside your barn or parlor you 
need floors that provide secure footing and a comfortable surface.
Fit for your barn
It isn’t a mystery how to make your alley floors more comfortable. With the interlocking puzzle mat from DeLaval it 
is easy to fit resilient rubber flooring into any open alleys. You’ll see the difference when your cows walk with long, 
confident steps. You’ll find it easier to spot cows in heat too, when they move more comfortably. 

Slot it together
You can upgrade hard, rough alley surfaces by installing DeLaval alley coverage R18P. It is simple to install for a rapid 
improvement in cow welfare and productivity. The surface offers a good grip which improves safety and comfort. This 
encourages cow movement and the daily routines of walking to the milking parlor or to get feed and water. 

Rubber coverage R18P
Walk in comfort
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Designed for cow comfort, 
safety and hygiene
Good grip and good drainage
The surface of this durable rubber coverage offers a good, slip-resistant grip for 
hooves. The ribbed base provides a softer surface for walking comfort while letting 
liquids flow underneath.  

Flexible interlocking system
This resilient rubber flooring is in the form of an interlocking system which is very 
easy to install. It comes in a range of standard sizes, with single elements which fit 
together. This makes it very easy to handle.  

Cow benefits
DeLaval alley coverage R18P improves cow comfort for better:

Cow performance – Secure footing encourages cows to walk more often to the feed 
fence and the water trough, for higher feed intake and improved feed utilisation.

Heat detection – With secure footing on a slip-resistant surface cows are more 
mobile, which makes it easier to detect heats.

Cow welfare – and reduced lameness. Secure footing encourages natural walking, 
for good hoof development.

Rubber Coverage R18P Technical Details

Material Rubber Hardness Shore A 68
Thickness 18 mm Upper side Slip-resistant grip
Weight 21 kg/m2 Under side 4 mm grooves


